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Radio5Live was discussed at an audience event in Glasgow in June 2010 at which 
there was also discussion of the BBC News and Parliament channels.  
  
Audience views 
 
In discussion Radio 5Live, the station’s relaxed style of presentation was widely 
commented on and this was welcomed as a distinctive feature. 
 
“It’s a pleasant listen” 
 
Another characteristic which was noted was the contemporary ‘feel’ and a sense that 
the station’s agenda was close to the issues and concerns of the moment, making 
listeners feel that the station is keeping them “in touch”.  
 
Most felt that the quality of output was high, though some listeners commented that 
phone-in programmes were not as informative as they might be and could benefit 
from more expert input. The speed of response to breaking news was noted by 
listeners at the audience event in Glasgow: one recalled the very quick response of the 
station to the Dunblane tragedy in 1996.  
 
Many tuned in either for the news or the sport, and in each case found the other 
intrusive.   
 
“It’s nice and light and can be addictive... but I’d rather have less sport.” 
 
“The sport puts me off.” 
 
In the main, listeners appeared to have grown used to the combination of news and 
sport on the one channel. It was pointed out that the service does not offer “rolling 
news” as sport is sometimes given priority over news.  
 
One listener remarked that live football coverage on Saturday afternoons was always 
of English matches, and not Scottish ones. There was also comment that 
commentators were sometimes changed during matches and this was not seen as a 
benefit. However, followers of teams in the English Premier League pointed out that 
live coverage of Scottish football was available on Radio Scotland.   
 
Night-time programming 
 
One contributor stressed the importance of the overnight service for carers and the 
cared – often elderly - who are awake at night: it was said that the service offered by 
Radio 5Live (and Radio 4Xtra) is appropriate for listeners in these circumstances and 
highly valued by many of them. 
 



“For those who are awake at night it is lonely and often distressing... Radio 5Live is 
such a boon ... its lighter, and has a feel-good factor... its younger feel is enjoyed by 
the elderly.”  
 
ACS discussion 
 
Council members considered that the station was high quality and distinctive in the 
way in which it delivers breaking news and sport. An outstanding feature was the 
station’s handling of big events such as the Royal Wedding in April 2011, and big 
sports events.  
 
News 
 
Some members felt that the station could bring a greater sense of rigour to its news 
coverage without losing the trademark accessibility which is so valued by listeners. 
There was also a feeling that coverage across the UK has become less comprehensive 
over time. Combining live sport and news on one service would inevitably pose 
difficulties of prioritisation from time to time; however members felt that, in the main, 
the station handled these appropriately and well. 
 
News coverage from a Scottish perspective was considered to be reasonably good, by 
network standards. Labelling of stories for relevance to different nations of the UK 
was usually accurate, although it was felt that there could be more Scottish-originated 
stories and comparative material. As with most BBC networks, there was scope for  
better reflection of events and perspectives from Scotland, Wales and Northern 
Ireland.  However, Scottish sport was reflected well in a UK context.  
 
Public purposes 
 
Overall, members considered that the service fulfilled its licence to an appropriate 
extent from the perspective of audiences in Scotland although reflection of devolved 
perspectives could be improved.  
 
Audience reach and profile 
 
Members noted the ‘skew’ in the station’s audience towards older ABC1 males. 
While this was understandable for sports output, it was felt to be more problematic for 
what is BBC’s most accessible radio news service: some members felt it did not work 
hard enough to reach audiences of all ages and backgrounds. Members suggested that 
in future, the service could be asked to focus on reaching a broader demographic with 
its news output.   
 
Reach in Scotland 
 
Reach in Scotland was lower than elsewhere in the UK; however the margin was not 
huge, and the radio/broadcasting marketplace in Scotland is particularly competitive 
with a strong service of Scottish news and sport offered by BBC Scotland on radio, 
TV and online.  5Live did not ignore Scottish football but it would not be an efficient 
use of resources to duplicate coverage beyond a certain point. 
 



Balance of news and sport 
 
Council noted the comment by the independent radio station TalkSport that 5 Live did 
not meet the service licence requirement that 75% of its output should consist of 
news, and that there was not sufficient coverage of ‘minority’ sports. Members 
considered that coverage of news could take a variety of forms and that these included 
treatment through entertainment chat formats. However, the latter should not 
predominate, and should also deliver demonstrable public value beyond the 
entertainment value. Members felt that 5Live offered coverage of a good range of less 
popular sports. 
 
Reception 
 
The erratic nature of MW coverage in Scotland meant that there were significant 
reception issues for 5Live listeners there. Members welcomed the retention of the 
station on Freeview. In the long term, there should be an ambition that the station be 
transmitted on at least one robust and universal means of transmission on radio.  
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